
  

 

 
 
Media release 

 

DKSH Vietnam named “Industry Champion of the Year” at 
the ACES Awards 
 

DKSH Vietnam is proud to be awarded the “Industry Champion of the Year” title at the Asia 

Corporate Excellence & Sustainability Awards (ACES Awards) 2018. This regional recognition 

confirms DKSH’s broad influence as the leading Market Expansion Services provider in Asia.  

 

Vietnam, October 22, 2018 – DKSH Vietnam, the leading Market Expansion Services provider in Vietnam, 

has won the reputable ACES Award 2018. Presented by the MORS Group, the award recognizes 

corporate excellence and sustainability efforts of enterprises operating in Asia. The MORS Group 

mediates on behalf of a large range of institutional and private enterprises across Asia. Its mission is to 

assist companies, corporate leaders and industrialists to share a platform to exhibit leadership and 

sustainability excellence by learning from market experts all over the world.  

 

Being honored as one of the “Industry Champions of the Year” in the leadership category, DKSH has 

proven its outstanding capability as the leading Market Expansion Services provider across Asia. DKSH 

was selected as a qualified recipient of the esteemed title of “Industry Champion” for possessing its 

distinct competitive edge, setting the industry trends and applying the commendable best practices in 

place. DKSH strives to orient its development path in continuing efforts as a leader in providing services 

to support companies grow their business in potential and existing markets.  

 

“This is the first time that DKSH has been nominated and won this prestigious award. This is a testament 

to our dedication in providing comprehensive and customizable Market Expansion Services in Vietnam 

and throughout the region,” commented Jorge Martin-Martinez, Head Country Management & Vice 

President, Country Finance, DKSH Vietnam. “We drive a clear strategy for sustainable and profitable 

growth that continuously helps our business partners expand their business and help develop economies 

and wellbeing of Vietnam. This award also reflects our unwavering commitment to our clients and 

customers when providing in-depth expertise for companies seeking to grow their business in Vietnam.”  

 

The ACES Awards is one of the most prestigious accolades that recognizes inspiring leaders and 

sustainability advocates cross-industry and across Asia. 

 

About DKSH 

DKSH is the leading Market Expansion Services provider with a focus on Asia. As the term "Market 

Expansion Services" suggests, DKSH helps other companies and brands to grow their business in new 

or existing markets. Publicly listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange since 2012, DKSH is a global company 

headquartered in Zurich. With 825 business locations in 37 countries – 800 of them in Asia – and 31,970 

specialized staff, DKSH generated net sales of CHF 11.0 billion in 2017. DKSH was founded in 1865. 

With strong Swiss heritage, the company has a long tradition of doing business in and with Asia and is 

deeply rooted in communities and businesses across Asia Pacific. 
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